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MATTHEW NUNN
Matthew Nunn Design was established in 2014 by Matthew 
Nunn with the idea that good design should never compromise 
comfort or quality.

As the son of a yacht and product designer, Matthew grew up 
surrounded by blueprints and material samples. Often joining 
his father to oversee the build of a new yacht or moulding 
process, he learnt quickly that quality and craftsmanship were 
fundamental to successful design. It was in these moments that 
his love of design and varied materials was born and with that he 
began experimenting on his own projects. 

“To achieve simplicity through complexity is the mark of a good 
design“

Having studied design, Matthew spent the next few years 
working across all sectors of the woodworking industry.  Now 
with 15 years experience in fine joinery and composites, as well 
as a keen interest in automotive design and art, Matthew blends 
the use of fine materials and finishing processes to create, highly 
finished, unique sculptural pieces of furniture.

MATTHEWNUNN.COM

THE ZETA

THE VULCAN
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The Hedron lounge chair brings together Matthews love of 
iconic design and technical challenge. With a focus on quality, 
each chair is entirely handcrafted from conception to finishing 
allowing us to maintain the highest level of finish at every stage. 

Paired with the footstool our chairs have been designed around 
true ergonomics as to provide the most comfortable experience 
possible.

With the juxtaposition of striking perfectly geometric lines coupled with the soft tones and 
tactility of the hand stitched upholstery, the result is a piece that is practical and timeless.

Each Hedron is offered in a variety of finish choices. Be it modern or classic our carefully 
curated materials selection enables you to tailor each chair to your own preference. 
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CONFIGURE YOUR HEDRON

1
Choose your style

4
Choose your upholstery

Oak Walnut AshSantos
Rosewood

Oak Steel
Grey

Smoked
Oak

White Black Navy Forest 
Green

Deep 
Red

Nardo 
Grey

PAINT ALCANTARA

TIMBER PREMIUM ITALIAN / SCOTTISH LEATHER

2
Choose your finish

SATIN

GLOSS

MATTE

3
Choose your upholstery style

5
Choose your base

BUTTONED POLISHED

FLUTED MATTE

Black

Black

White

White

Cream

Cream

Navy

Navy

Burgundy

Burgundy

Chocolate

Chocolate

Plum

Plum

Light 
Grey

Light 
Grey

Slate 
Grey

Slate 
Grey
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Our True Bespoke service gives you complete control and grants 
you access to material selection previously only seen in the luxury 
automotive industry. 

With use of the same suppliers as Rolls Royce and McLaren we 
pride ourselves on maintaining the highest standard of luxury 
British design.

Upon enquiry will follow a design consultation in which to 
maximise the material selection process and guide where 
necessary.

With a wide variety of timber, paint, and upholstery selections 
available, we aim to provide you as the designer the flexibility 
to achieve your wildest ideas, guaranteeing your true bespoke 
Hedron to be unique.

Alongside our two upholstery design styles we are able to offer a 
fully personalised embroidery service for our clients that desire 
that something even more unique. 

For those who wish to match existing upholstery with a specific 
material, we are more than happy to accommodate your request.

As is with all our chairs, each true bespoke chair and footstool 
comes with its own personalised engraved stainless steel plaque 
on its underside, detailing its specification and unique number 
accompanied by certificate of authenticity.

T R U E  B E S P O K E
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CARBON COLLECTION
THE

MATERIAL CONSTRUCTION: 

Birch Plywood Core

Choice of veneer or 2 part 
polyurethane furniture paint

Leather or Alcantara upholstery

Stainless Steel Base

DIMENSIONS: 

w950mm x h950mm x d950mm

DELIVERY: 

4 – 6 weeks



THE VULCAN

The Vulcan desk was designed through Matthew’s passion for 
innovation and aerospace design, and named as a salute to the Great 
British bomber that lead the technology of its time.

Designed to use carbon fiber’s inherent strength and beauty, the Vulcan 
desk is the perfect combination of engineering and sculptural form. 

With its tip seemingly defying gravity, coupled with its low profile and 
swooping lines, the desk simultaneously exudes power, elegance and 
refinement. 
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THE VULCAN

Copper stunningly accents either side while adding an extra 
level of protection. An addition that is atypical to Matthew’s 
commitment to his furniture’s longevity and longsighted view.

With this in mind each desk comes with a personalised engraved 
and numbered plaque with a production limited to only 88 
pieces.

The matched carbon weave radiates from its centre, accentuating 
its lines, and bringing an extra sense of dynamism to each piece. 

Using technologies primarily found in the Formula One industry, 
the goal was to create a table that would otherwise not be 
possible. And so at 2.5m wide, it has been tested to support up to 
300kg at its centre with minimal deflection.

To achieve this the Vulcan desk is manufactured using a core of 
aerospace grade carbon up to 18 layers thick. Oriented in a quasi-
isotropic pattern in key areas to achieve the necessary torsional 
rigidity and dampening required. 

Having completed our 10 step Piano finishing process the Vulcan 
is lastly finished in a nano ceramic coating to ensure the most 
scratch resistant finish possible.

Whether for the home or office the Vulcan is desk designed for 
those that truly appreciate design at its most cutting edge.
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MATERIAL CONSTRUCTION: 

12mm birch plywood core

8HS weave carbon fibre

2k Twill weave carbon fibre 

Nano ceramic coating

DIMENSIONS: 

w2500mm x h700mm x d950mm

DELIVERY: 

6 – 8 weeks

THE VULCAN MATTHEW NUNN 1918
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Pictured is finished in a sumptuous Slate grey Alcantara with contrasting light grey stitch over 
our fluted design upholstery.

The Hedron carbon edition is limited to a production of only 555 and each one comes with its 
own engraved and numbered  plaque and personal signed letter of authenticity.

The Hedron Carbon was created for those wishing to bring the ultimate in 
luxury and material design into the home or office.

Where carbon fibre weave has been used extensively in interior décor, forged 
carbon is still in its infancy as a material, having originally been recently 
developed by Lamborghini for the manufacture of aero parts.

The carbon filaments achieve an iridescence when viewed from different 
angles. Couple that with the facets of the chair, and the effect is that of a 
black diamond refracting light in all directions.

To achieve the highest of surface finishes each Hedron Carbon goes through 
our 10 step piano finish process. This includes 12 coats of lacquer wet sanded 
and polished to a mirror shine. We carry this process through to the swivel 
base to ensure the most perfect show quality piece possible.

C A R B O N  E D I T I O N
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MATERIAL CONSTRUCTION: 

Chopped MX Carbon Fibre

Birch Plywood Core

Stainless Steel Base

DIMENSIONS: 

w950mm x h950mm x d950mm

DELIVERY: 

4 – 6 weeks

Romans International Supercars, Banstead, Surrey.
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Unit 88 Newhaven Workshops, Beach Close, Newhaven, East Sussex, BN9 0BY
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